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Abstract

Using the Breonna Taylor case as an example, this thesis will investigate the ways that certain practices and policies in America’s criminal justice system have allowed discriminatory policing to flourish. People of color in America disproportionately experience acts of violence from police officers, and more often than not, there is no justice for these victims. The practices and policies that have been put into place to combat racial injustices in America have been ineffective because of the principles that govern our system. The way that America’s criminal justice system operates is inherently discriminatory and the need for reform is urgent.
Chapter 1: Introduction and Purpose

Breonna Taylor

On March 13, 2020, Louisville police officers used a battering ram to enter the apartment
of a 26-year-old emergency room technician, Breonna Taylor, and her boyfriend Kenneth
Walker. Louisville police had been investigating two men who they believed were selling drugs
out of a house that was far from Breonna Taylor’s apartment. However, a judge had signed a
warrant allowing the police to search the home of Breonna Taylor because the police said they
believed that one of the men had used her apartment to receive packages. Both Ms. Taylor and
Mr. Walker had been in bed but woke up when they heard a loud banging at the door. Walker
said both he and Taylor called out, asking who was at the door. Mr. Walker later told the police
that he feared it was Ms. Taylor’s ex-boyfriend trying to break in. After the police broke the door
off its hinges, Mr. Walker fired his gun once, striking Sergeant Mattingly in a thigh. In response
to Mr. Walker’s shot, the police fired several shots into the home, hitting Breonna Taylor five
times. One of the three officers on the scene, Detective Brett Hankison, who has since been fired,
blindly fired 10 rounds into the apartment.1

Kenneth Walker told investigators that Breonna Taylor coughed and struggled to breathe
for at least five minutes after she was shot. An ambulance on standby outside the apartment had
been told to leave about an hour before the raid. Officers later called an ambulance back to the
scene while providing aid to their colleague who was shot in the thigh. Breonna Taylor was
given no medical attention from the officers. Her boyfriend had called 911 and it wasn’t until
about five minutes after the shooting that emergency personnel realized that Breonna was

1 Richard A. Oppel Jr., Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs, and Derrick Bryson Taylor, “What To Know About Breonna
seriously wounded. On a recorded call to 911, Mr. Walker is quoted saying, “I don’t know what’s happening. Someone kicked in the door and shot my girlfriend.” Dispatch logs show that Breonna Taylor received no medical attention for more than 20 minutes after she was struck. However, the Jefferson County coroner told *The Courier Journal* that she had most likely died less than a minute after she was shot and could not have been saved. While the police department had received court approval for a “no-knock” entry, the orders were changed before the raid to “knock and announce,” meaning that the police must identify themselves upon entry. The officers have said that they did announce themselves, but Kenneth Walker said he did not hear anything. No drugs were found in the apartment. Breonna Taylor’s ex-boyfriend, whose alleged packages led the police to her door that night, was arrested on August 27 in possession of drugs. He told *The Courier Journal* “the police are trying to make it out to be my fault and turning the whole community out here, making it look like I brought this to Breonna’s door.” Breonna Taylor’s mother, Tamika Palmer, said that her daughter had big dreams and planned a lifelong career in health care after serving as an E.M.T. She said that “Breonna was starting to live her best life.”

The wrongful death of Breonna Taylor led to wide-scale demonstrations in the following months as the case continued to draw attention. A grand jury indicted former Louisville police officer Brett Hankison in September for three counts of “wanton endangerment in the first degree” for his actions during the raid. He pleaded not guilty, no charges were announced against the other two officers who fired shots, and no one was charged for directly causing the death of

---

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
Breonna Taylor. Under Kentucky law, a person commits wanton endangerment when he or she “wantonly engages in conduct which creates a substantial danger of death or serious physical injury to another person,” and does so “under circumstances manifesting extreme indifference to the value of human life.” But the charges against Mr. Hankison are not for killing Breonna Taylor. Instead, Kentucky attorney general, Daniel Cameron said that because none of his shots were known to have struck Breonna Taylor, Hankison was charged by the grand jury because the shots he fired had passed through Ms. Taylor’s apartment walls into a neighboring apartment, endangering three people there. Mr. Hankison is charged with one count for each of the neighboring apartment’s occupants: a pregnant woman, her husband, and their 5-year-old child, who were asleep. None of these individuals were hit by the shots of Mr. Hankinson. Attorney General Daniel Cameron did not give the jurors the option of murder charges against the officers involved.

The police’s incident report listed Breonna Taylor’s injuries as “none,” even though she had been shot several times. The report also indicated that officers had not forced their way into the apartment although they had used a battering ram to break the door open. Ms. Taylor’s family expressed their outrage in that the police conducted the raid in the middle of the night. The Taylor family’s lawyers say that the police had already located the main suspect in the investigation by the time they had burst into the apartment. But they “then proceeded to spray gunfire into the residence with a total disregard for the value of human life,” according to a wrongful-death lawsuit filed by Ms. Taylor’s mother. There was no body camera footage from

---

6 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
the raid. Prosecutors have dismissed the charges against Mr. Walker, and some legal experts believe that the fact that prosecutors dropped charges after a grand jury indictment suggested that they may have doubts about the version of events told by the police. Regardless of the countless discrepancies in the case of Breonna Taylor, justice has not been served. It is an unfortunate fact that justice for people of color in America who experience violence from police is often never served. America’s justice system is built on practices and policies that shield officers from liability and prevent justice for the victims. Because of the racial disparities and biases in policing, people of color experience the effects of police misconduct far more frequently.

Racial Biases in Policing

“Racism is an ideology, or belief system, designed to justify and rationalize racial and ethnic inequality” and “discrimination, most basically, is behavior aimed at denying members of particular ethnic groups’ equal access to societal rewards.” Police brutality is defined as “the use of excessive physical force or verbal assault and psychological intimidation” and it is “one of the most serious, enduring, and divisive human rights violations in the United States.” Blacks are more likely to be victims of police brutality than Whites. “Since the time that Africans were forcibly brought to America, they have been the victims of racist and discriminatory practices that have been spurred and/or substantiated by those who create and enforce the law.” About 12% of the United States population is Black. However, in 2011, Black Americans made up 30%

---

10 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
of persons arrested for a property offense and 38% of persons arrested for a violent offense.\textsuperscript{14} Scholarly research has revealed that a significant portion of such disparities in policing may be attributed to implicit racial biases. Implicit racial bias is the unconscious associations humans make about racial groups.\textsuperscript{15} Officers often make fast decisions with imperfect information, activating these biases to fill in missing information and allow individuals to make decisions in the limited time they have.

Research related to police brutality has revealed that Blacks are more likely than Whites to make complaints regarding police brutality, to be stopped while operating a motorized vehicle, and to underreport how often they are stopped due to higher social desirability factors.\textsuperscript{16} Data on traffic stops demonstrates the influence of racial bias on law enforcement practices and arrest rates. In the U.S. Department of Justice’s report on “Contacts Between Police and the Public” released in 2011, “the Bureau of Justice Statistics found that while White, Black, and Hispanic drivers were stopped at similar rates nationwide, Black drivers were three times as likely to be searched during a stop as White drivers and twice as likely as Hispanic drivers.”\textsuperscript{17} Black drivers were also twice as likely to experience the use or threat of violent force from police officers than both White and Hispanic drivers. Stanford University carried out a study titled \textit{A large-scale analysis of racial disparities in police stops across the United States}. This study compiled and analyzed a dataset detailing over 60 million state patrol stops conducted in 20 U.S. states between 2011 and 2015. Their study found that Black drivers are stopped more often than White drivers and among stopped drivers—and after controlling for age, gender, time, and location—

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16} Cassandra Chaney and Ray V. Robertson, “Racism and Police Brutality in America.”
\textsuperscript{17} “Shadow Report to the United Nations on Racial Disparities in the United States Criminal Justice System.”
Blacks are more likely to be ticketed, searched, and arrested than white drivers. They also found evidence that the bar for searching Black and Hispanic drivers is lower than for searching White drivers.\textsuperscript{18} Subconscious racial associations influence the way officers perform their jobs. Research has shown that the vast majority of Americans of all races implicitly associate Black Americans with adjectives such as “dangerous,” “aggressive,” “violent,” and “criminal.”\textsuperscript{19} There is an implicit racial association of Black Americans with dangerous or aggressive behavior that increases police officers’ willingness to employ violent force against them. This violent force can sometimes turn out deadly.\textsuperscript{20} Black males in particular are often portrayed to be aggressive and criminal, causing police to be more likely to view Black men as a threat. Because police officers particularly view Black males as potential perpetrators, this racial bias often leads to acts of violence against them. This false illustration of Black men is used to justify the disproportionate use of deadly force.\textsuperscript{21} African American males are 6 times more likely to be incarcerated than White males and 2.5 times more likely than Hispanic males. If current trends continue, 1 in every 3 Black American males born today can expect to go to prison in his lifetime compared to 1 in every 17 White males.\textsuperscript{22}

The effects of racial bias are particularly well demonstrated in the area of drug law enforcement, which is important to note when analyzing the case of Breonna Taylor. Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. Black drug arrest rate rose from 6.5 to 29.1 per 1,000 persons. During the same time period, the White drug arrest rate increased from 3.5 to 4.6 per 1,000 persons. However, the disparity between the increase in Black and White drug arrests does not correspond

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Emma Pierson et al., “A Large-Scale Analysis of Racial Disparities in Police Stops across the United States” (Stanford University, 2020).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
to any significant disparity in Black drug activity. In 2012, the National Institute on Drug Abuse published a study that analyzed the drug usage among secondary school students in the United States from the years 1975 to 2011. The study found that White students were slightly more likely to have abused an illegal substance within the past month than Black students. Yet Black youth were arrested for drug crimes at rates more than double those of White youth.\(^{23}\) In 2016, 92 percent of all people arrested for marijuana offenses were arrested for possession. In the same year, Alabama spent an estimated $22 million enforcing the prohibition against marijuana possession. A study from Alabama Appleseed Center for Law & Justice revealed that Blacks were approximately four times as likely as White people to be arrested for marijuana possession and five times as likely to be arrested for felony possession. Black people were also 4.2 times more likely to be arrested for distribution and/or sale than White people in Alabama. These racial disparities exist despite evidence revealing that White and Black people use marijuana at roughly the same rate.\(^{24}\)

Racial profiling in recent times is often centered around the “stop and frisk” tactic employed by the New York Police Department. African Americans constitute 25% of New York City’s population, yet between 2010 and 2012, 52% of those stopped by the NYPD during “stop and frisk” were Black. White New Yorkers are 44% of the city’s population, but only 9% of those stopped were White.\(^{25}\) Despite these statistics, Blacks were slightly less likely than Whites to be caught with weapons or drugs. The New York Police Department often argues that racial minorities tend to be clustered in neighborhoods designated as “high crime areas” to justify racial

\(^{23}\) Ibid.


\(^{25}\) Emma Pierson et al., “A Large-Scale Analysis of Racial Disparities in Police Stops across the United States.”
disparity in stop rates, but this is invalid.\textsuperscript{26} Reports focusing on policing in Chicago highlighted drug stings and asset forfeiture. These law enforcement strategies facilitate widespread targeting of low-income communities of color. Federal agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives arranged drug stings that set up fake drug stash houses and lured people into committing crimes. At least 91\% of the time, agents targeted Black and Latinx people.\textsuperscript{27} The “war on drugs” functions as a war on communities of color.

**Police Brutality**

Due to racial profiling and racial disparities in policing, Black Americans are disproportionately subjected to police brutality. “The rate of fatal police shootings among Black Americans was much higher than that for any other ethnicity, standing at 30 fatal shootings per million of the population as of June 2020.”\textsuperscript{28} In the past year, 1,020 people have been shot and killed by police. Although about half of the people shot and killed by police are White, Black Americans are shot at a disproportionately higher rate because they account for less than 13 percent of the United States population, yet they are killed by police at more than twice the rate of White Americans. *The Washington Post* has compiled a database containing records of every fatal shooting in the United States by a police officer in the line of duty since January 1, 2015. They have recorded 5,850 people shot and killed by police since that date.\textsuperscript{29}

Sam Sanders, host of *It’s Been A Minute* from NPR, discussed how as a Black mother of three Black boys, Kendra Young has to talk to them about the news in a very specific way. She

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Ibid.}
\end{footnotes}
recalled a time when her kids wanted to go to the park. It was right around the time of Philando Castile and Alton Sterling. Her third son had just been born and there were many moments where she was holding him and, although she loved him immensely, she was crying because of the amount of fear and worry for whom she had just brought into the world. “Another Black son, and the burdens that I have to carry with that again.”

When the kids asked to go to the park, she had to tell them: “Don’t wear your hood. Don’t put your hands in your pocket. If you get stopped, don’t run. Put your hands up. Don’t make a lot of moves. Tell them your mother works for NPR,” and the list went on. She explained how there are different stages of “the talk” as the kids get older. First, you just don’t want them to draw attention to themselves enough for someone to call on them or for them to get stopped. Then, there comes the time to explain to them what to do if they do get stopped. Young spoke on how more recently, they watched “When They See Us” as a family, the series about the Central Park Five, and it was really hard for the kids to go through. The talk began to shift from what to do if you get stopped to what you do once you’re inside those walls. Lately, the conversation in her family has shifted more about what’s not fair. She explained to her kids, “This just isn’t fair, you guys. But this is the way the world is. This is the way America is right now. It’s the way it’s been for a long time. And I can’t lie to you, I don’t think it’s going to change in your lifetime. And it’s just not fair for us to have to live like this.”

Sam Sanders of NPR added in how “these conversations focus a lot on Black men killed by police. But we should note, as we’ve talked about in this conversation, when a Black man dies

---

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
at the hands of police, a little bit of some Black woman who nurtured him or mothered him or loved him dies, too. And I cannot help but continue to hear George Floyd as he was being choked to death. He called out for his mother twice.\textsuperscript{33} Black mothers should not have to worry if their child’s name will ever become a hashtag or if people will be posting their pictures in a remembrance over senseless racism.

Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, Rayshard Brooks, Daniel Prude, Atatiana Jefferson, Aura Rosser, Stephon Clark, Botham Jean, Philando Castille, and so many other victims of police brutality.\textsuperscript{34} But why do these innocent individuals keep dying at the hands of our police? Why are these injustices able to continue? And why is there often no justice for these victims of police brutality? The practices and policies in which our justice system relies on have been ineffective in combating these racial injustices in America. The core doctrine of current equal protection analysis focuses on the specific and subjective intent of official actors. This devalues important evidence and undermines significant voices. Police discretion remains unchecked for the most part. Courts defer to supposed officer judgment and experience and that does not seem to be justified in many instances. There is a reflexive acceptance of police credibility in America.

**Purpose of Thesis**

Using the Breonna Taylor case as an example, this thesis will investigate the ways in which the practices and policies that America’s criminal justice system rely on shield officers from liability and prevent people of color from receiving justice. The subsequent chapters of this thesis will argue that America’s justice system fails people of color due to the discriminatory nature by which it operates. The foundations of our justice system disadvantage people of color.

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.

in America due to racial disparities in policing. Chapter 2 will discuss the “no-knock warrant.” No-knock warrants are inherently discriminatory and most often used in black communities. This chapter will discuss the discriminatory nature of the warrants and how it was a controversial aspect of the Breonna Taylor case. The overall legality of these warrants has been brought into question. Chapter 2 will also analyze the initial encounter in the case of Breonna Taylor and everything that went wrong, beginning with the warrant that was issued.

Chapter 3 will discuss the judicial doctrines that often shield officers from liability. Police officers are rarely charged with crimes because of certain policies and doctrines that our justice system relies on. In *Harlow v. Fitzgerald* (1982), the Supreme Court held that federal government officials are entitled to qualified immunity. The Court reasoned that there is a need to protect officials who are required to exercise discretion. This doctrine shields officers who act with their own discretion. Police are always able claim that they acted in a violent manner because they feared for their own or public safety. This chapter will argue that these doctrines are inherently discriminatory, and reform is urgent. Chapter 3 will also discuss the criminal proceedings of police officers who have been charged with a crime. There is a reluctance of certain government actors to prosecute police officers. State prosecutions have failed in securing justice for victims of police brutality. This chapter will discuss the grand jury process and the criminal proceedings of officers who are charged for their misconduct. Using the Breonna Taylor case as an example, this chapter will examine the faults in the grand jury process as well as the power that prosecutors have in these grand jury trials. Prosecutors have certain incentives not to suggest particular charges to the jury and to manipulate a case in a way that will benefit the officer in question. Prosecutors often work closely with police officers, creating a conflict of interest in maintaining their working relationships or their duty to prosecute police brutality. This
lack of accountability creates a lack of justice for victims of police brutality. There has been a great deal of controversy surrounding Daniel Cameron, the prosecutor in Breonna Taylor’s case.

Chapter 4 will offer reform suggestions and solutions. This chapter will analyze the faults of the no-knock warrant, the grand jury process, the power possessed by prosecutors, and the doctrines of qualified immunity and discriminatory intent. Reform is necessary, and many states have already begun to take action. Connecticut and Colorado have been leaders in reform, and these chapters will analyze the policies that have been implemented by individual states. America’s criminal justice system is systemically discriminatory, and reform is no longer up for debate. This thesis will clearly lay out the ways in which America’s criminal justice system fails people of color due to the practices and policies that our criminal justice system relies on.
Chapter 2: The No-Knock Warrant

A no-knock warrant is “a search warrant authorizing police officers to enter certain premises without first knocking and announcing their presence or purpose prior to entering the premises.”\(^{35}\) In a case where making police knock and announce themselves before entering may allow the suspect enough time to destroy evidence or would compromise the safety of the police or another individual, no-knock warrants are issued. According to the Department of Justice, “Although officers need not take affirmative steps to make an independent re-verification of the circumstances already recognized by a magistrate in issuing a no-knock warrant, such a warrant does not entitle officers to disregard reliable information clearly negating the existence of exigent circumstances when they actually receive such information before execution of the warrant.”\(^{36}\)

However, no-knock warrants are very controversial. No-knock warrants are intended to allow officers to maximize the element of surprise. This element of surprise provides a tactical advantage to the officer but can create a frantic situation for the homeowner. “It is surprising someone in their residence and all they can see is this dark figure with a gun coming down the hall, so is it the cops or is it a home invasion?”\(^{37}\) With the increase in home invasion-style burglaries, particularly involving drug dealers, officers that do not properly identify themselves can be mistaken for burglars. When a no-knock warrant is served, law enforcement is allowed to enter without knocking or announcing first, but they must announce who they are as they pass

---


\(^{36}\) Ibid.

through the building and upon contacting people within. “No-knock warrants are an essential piece of the tactical arsenal, but they must be used judiciously.”

No-knock warrants are a construction of the Nixon administration. The idea was to use them to show how tough the administration was on crime and drugs by letting cops kick down doors without announcing themselves first. They became widespread in the 1980s under the Reagan administration in police departments across the country as the war on drugs progressed. There were a lot of botched and mistaken drug raids across the country. Municipal police and sheriffs’ departments used no-knock or quick knock warrants about 1,500 times in the early 1980s. By 2000, that number rose to about 40,000 times per year. In 2010, an estimated 60,000-70,000 no-knock or quick knock raids were conducted by local police annually.

In 1963, the Supreme Court decision Ker v. California set a precedent for forcible police entries involving narcotics. This case was brought to the Court out of concern that evidence could be destroyed. In 1995, the Wilson v. Arkansas ruling stated that police must “knock and announce” before executing a search warrant. However, this decision allowed for exceptions established in previous cases such as Ker v. California. In 1997, the decision in Richard v. Wisconsin allowed for no-knock searches when police have “a reasonable suspicion that knocking and announcing their presence, under the particular circumstances, would be dangerous or futile, or that it would inhibit the effective investigation of the crime by, for example, allowing the destruction of evidence.” The decisions made in both Wilson v. Arkansas and Richard v.

38 Ibid.
Wisconsin allowed local and state judges a lot of discretion in determining what constitutes “reasonable suspicion.” Courts often support law enforcement when it comes to granting no-knock warrants. An analysis by the Denver Post found that judges only rejected five out of 163 no-knock warrant requests from Denver police in 2000. In an analysis done by the Washington Post, they found that in Little Rock, Arkansas between 2016 and 2018, judges approved 103 of 105 no-knock warrants requested by police.\textsuperscript{42}

**The Use of the Warrant in the Breonna Taylor Encounter**

A no-knock warrant was issued to search the apartment of Breonna Taylor. As often happens, Taylor’s boyfriend saw the police and thought they were intruders, firing his weapon in self-defense and causing the police to fire back. Legal experts have said that Louisville police’s decision to seek a no-knock warrant for Taylor’s apartment, allowing them to enter without announcing themselves as police, was a major failure that led to the death of Breonna Taylor.\textsuperscript{43}

In order to justify the no-knock warrant, police had told a judge that they were investigating Taylor’s ex-boyfriend for drug trafficking and believed that he was receiving packages of drugs at her home. According to a copy of the application for the search warrant, police said that they needed to enter without knocking because “these drug traffickers have a history of attempting to destroy evidence.”\textsuperscript{44} The three officers in plain clothes were sent to Taylor’s apartment in the middle of the night. Taylor’s boyfriend has said that he heard only knocking, and then the door being broken down. He had a registered handgun and fired it once at what he believed to be intruders. Under what’s known as the Castle Doctrine, “those who are unlawfully attacked in

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{44} Ibid.
their homes have no duty to retreat, because their homes offer them the safety and security that retreat is intended to provide."  

Homeowners may lawfully stand their ground or use whatever force necessary to protect themselves from death or bodily injury. Under Kentucky’s version of the Castle Doctrine, residents are allowed to use defensive force against someone “forcibly entering” their home. In a 911 call made by Kenneth Walker, he said, “I don’t know what is happening. Somebody kicked in the door and shot my girlfriend.”  

The no-knock search warrant issued to search Breonna Taylor’s apartment in the middle of the night on March 13 has been criticized both locally and nationally.  

Breonna Taylor’s death is not the first case, nor will not be the last case, where gunfire occurred during the execution of no-knock warrants. In Houston in 2019, two people were killed, and five police officers injured during a no-knock raid on a home. Similar to the invasion of Breonna Taylor’s home, no drugs were found, and the search warrant had been based on false information provided by an officer. In 2016, in Austin, Texas, officers were executing a no-knock warrant on a high school student who was living with his parents. According to records, the raid was necessary because the student was a “major drug dealer” who posed a substantial threat to officers. Officers knocked down the front door and tossed a flash-bang grenade into the student’s bedroom and another into the upstairs hallway. In 2014, police in Georgia threw a flash grenade into a room with a 19-month-old child. The child was put into a medically induced

---


49 Ibid
coma as a result of his injuries. In 2010, a police officer raiding a Detroit apartment shot and killed a 7-year-old girl. Neither the Texas case nor the Georgia case resulted in criminal convictions for the officers involved.\

**Issues with the No-Knock Warrant**

No-knock warrants are an unnecessarily aggressive and intrusive law enforcement practice. “Between 2010 and 2016, at least ninety-four people died during the execution of no-knock search warrants, thirteen of whom were police officers.”\

However, this number is likely even higher because in 2015, no state required police agencies to report incidents of forced entry, into private residents, nor did any state require police agencies to report what type of warrant was being executed. Of those raids not resulting in deaths, many more resulted in serious injuries. No-knock warrants are predominately used when police are searching for drugs because the general public strongly associates drugs with violence. Courts typically presume that officer safety is threatened in cases involving drugs, leading them to issue no-knock warrants in many of these cases. “A 2014 ACLU report analyzing more than 800 SWAT deployments involving no-knock and quick-knock entries, of which 62 percent were drug searches, determined that law enforcement found drugs in 35 percent of those drug searches and found nothing in 36 percent.”\

Because the federal government does not require police departments to report data about these incidents, it is unknown whether anything was seized in 29 percent of the raids.

There is a presumption in America that drugs and violence are directly related. However, this presumption is not supported by any empirical evidence. Due to this lack of empirical

---

50 Candice Norwood, “The War on Drugs Gave Rise to ‘No-Knock’ Warrants. Breonna Taylor’s Death Could End Them | PBS NewsHour.”\
evidence relating drugs to violence, this suggest that the use of no-knock warrants is based on nothing more than strongly held assumptions, making it unclear whether they are actually necessary or serve their intended purpose. Fourth Amendment protections from unreasonable searches and seizures are at risk while there is a failure to explain why the continued use of no-knock warrants is necessary or even desirable. Our legal system is based on a presumption of innocence that is nonexistent under a no-knock warrant. No-knock warrants are essentially based on the presumption that if officers were to knock and announced themselves, that the suspect would refuse to comply with the search warrant, forcibly resist officers’ entry, attempt to escape the home, or attempt to destroy evidence. A no-knock warrant does not give the individual in question the opportunity to comply with the law.

A. No-Knock Warrants, the Castle Doctrine, and the Second Amendment

No-knock raids often happen in the middle of the night when homeowners are asleep. The officers are dressed in dark, tactical gear entering a home with military-grade weapons without announcing themselves. This creates a dangerous situation for both the homeowners and the police officers. There is an increased militarization of America’s state and local law enforcement, giving officers access to virtually any military grade weapon they could ask for. Sometimes the homeowners fire their weapons first, sometimes the police fire their weapons first, but sometimes, just the nature of the entry can cause injury or death to either party involved.52 One of the predominant reasons why no-knock raids can turn out deadly is because of the Castle Doctrine, allowing homeowners to use whatever force necessary to protect themselves during a home invasion. “State law simultaneously authorizes police to forcefully intrude into private residences without warning and allows homeowners to use force against a person or
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persons they reasonably believe to be unlawful intruders committing a forcible felony.”  

The Second Amendment also protects the right of individuals to keep guns in their homes for self-defense purposes. Around forty percent of Americans today either own a gun or live with someone who does. Nearly two thirds of gun owners say that personal protection is their main reason for owning a gun. There is a dangerous conflict created between no-knock warrants, the castle doctrine, and high rates of gun ownership in America. There is an inherent risk of harm any time officers enter a private residence without knocking and announcing themselves first. The way that no-knock warrants are executed increases the likelihood of a violent confrontation resulting in injury or death for either party. Time and time again, police officers startle homeowners in the middle of the night by banging down their doors and throwing flash grenades into their home, causing homeowners to respond violently, often resulting in a shootout.

B. Issuing No-Knock Warrants

No-knock warrants are intended to be issued in dangerous circumstances where ordering officers to knock and announce themselves before entering may allow the suspect enough time to destroy evidence or would compromise the safety of the police or another individual. These warrants are not meant to be authorized lightly; however, they are issued more routinely and far more easily than many believe. No-knock warrants are meant to be reserved for “the most serious criminal investigations,” but the average length of magisterial review of search warrant applications is approximately two minutes and forty-eight seconds, while some are approved in less than one minute. Some magistrate judges give no-knock authorization even when police officers have not requested it. Most no-knock warrants are issued by state judges and magistrates
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to state law enforcement. State courts hold search warrants to much less scrutiny than federal courts do. The level of ease at which no-knock warrants are issued helps to explain the instances in which the warrant is executed at the wrong address or at the right address, but the person that police are looking for had moved out months ago. No-knock warrants are not confined to the most serious of criminal investigations as they should be. In fact, the majority of them are issued in connection with low-level drug investigations. No-knock warrants are not even always used in the most serious of drug investigations. Many of these warrants are issued in connection with cases involving marijuana.\textsuperscript{56} If no-knock warrants were held to a much higher scrutiny, mix-ups could be prevented and lives could be saved. The insufficient scrutiny that no-knock warrants are put under also helps to explain why there is evidence that nearly one-third of investigations turn up with either minimal quantities of drugs or none at all. No-knock warrants do not serve a legitimate purpose and do not have a place in law enforcement.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{C. Fourth Amendment Concerns}

There is also concern regarding no-knock warrant and an individual’s right to privacy. The Fourth Amendment declares: “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”\textsuperscript{58} When police announce themselves before entering a home with a search warrant, this can give individuals a chance to redirect officers when they end up at the wrong home. Knocking and announcing
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before entering, or knocking and allowing the homeowner to answer the door, provides individuals with the opportunity to comply with the law, avoid property damage, and get dressed or get out of bed before police forcibly enter the home unannounced.\textsuperscript{59} The knock and announce requirement not only protects homeowners from unreasonable searches and seizures, but it also protects officers from being mistaken for burglars or intruders.

\textbf{D. Disproportionate Effects on Communities of Color}

No-knock warrants are uniquely problematic in that they disproportionately effect people in communities of color. Multiple studies by the ACLU indicate that Black and Latino people are statistically more likely to be searched and arrested for drugs throughout the country. In 2014, an ACLU report found that 39 percent of the SWAT team searches affected black individuals, 11 percent affected Latinos, 20 percent affected white people. When looking at the no-knock raids that affected Black and Latino people, 68 percent were for drug investigations.\textsuperscript{60} One individual who experienced a no-knock raid firsthand noted, “This is about race. You don’t see SWAT teams going into a white-collar community, throwing grenades into their homes.”\textsuperscript{61} No knock-warrants began as a tool for the War on Drugs. The War on Drugs has disproportionately impacted communities of color, and no-knock warrants still operate in this war. There is a disproportionate use of no-knock warrants against communities of color, with evidence that Black and White suspects who use weapons in self-defense during no-knock raids are treated differently by the legal system.\textsuperscript{62} Following the death of Breonna Taylor, findings by the \textit{Louisville Courier Journal} showed that police in Louisville disproportionately targeted Black
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residents for no-knock search warrants. An analysis showed that from 2018-2020 for the no-knock warrants issued, eighty-two percent of the listed suspects were Black, and sixty-eight percent were for addresses in the West End, a section of Louisville with predominantly Black neighborhoods.63

Chapter 2 Conclusion

According to the Department of Justice, “Although officers need not take affirmative steps to make an independent re-verification of the circumstances already recognized by a magistrate in issuing a no-knock warrant, such a warrant does not entitle officers to disregard reliable information clearly negating the existence of exigent circumstances when they actually receive such information before execution of the warrant.”64 No-knock warrants are not confined to the most serious of criminal investigations as they should be and a majority of them are issued in connection with low-level drug investigations. The presumption that drugs and violence are directly related is deeply rooted in our society. No-knock warrants are an unnecessarily aggressive and intrusive law enforcement practice. No-knock warrants disproportionately effect people of color in America because they are most often used in low-income, communities of color. There is an extreme reliance on officer experience and safety concerns in deciding whether a warrant should be issued. The warrants are typically granted because an officer “believes” that most people who have drugs also have guns and that if they announced themselves before entering the property, they would be putting themselves in danger. During the execution of a no-knock warrant, both parties believe that they are in danger and shots are often fired. No-knock
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warrants have led to far too many unnecessary deaths of both civilians and police officers. America must do better and the best way to ensure the safety of police officers and civilians, protect civilians’ Fourth Amendment rights, and work to protect communities of color in America is to eliminate no-knock warrants entirely.
Chapter 3: Prosecuting the Police

In America, police too frequently cause bodily harm to or kill civilians, and often innocent ones. There is a reluctance of local governments to prosecute police misconduct. This reluctance empowers future misconduct as well as creates a distrust between law enforcement and communities. Police officers possess a discretionary power to use violence against a subject. Allowing police officers such judgment and discretion calls for accountability in order to discourage future abuses of power. However, as a direct result of the practices and policies America’s criminal justice system relies on, there is a lack of accountability and police officers are held to a different standard of judgment. Fellow government officials are often reluctant to pursue investigations and prosecute their comrades’ misconduct. Prosecutors work closely with police and often find themselves in a conflict of interest when they are asked to prosecute an ally. Aside from the reluctance of prosecutors to pursue investigations, there are numerous judicial doctrines and policies that shield officers from any charges at all. All government officials are generally immune from suit over damages they cause. Because of the complexity of many government officials’ roles, courts have found it necessary to shield these actors from liability when certain aspects of their job may conflict with existing case law in certain situations. These protections for police officers and other government officials have led to many conflicts and cases of injustice. It often happens that charges are never brought against officers because they may claim that they were acting in self-defense or that their actions were necessary in order to protect themselves. When charges are brought against a police officer, the incentives and powers of other government officials, such as prosecutors, usually work in favor of the officer. It is not
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often that a police officer is prosecuted to the fullest extent of that law, nor is it often that they are rightfully charged.  

**Judicial Doctrines that Shield Police Officers from Liability**

In America’s criminal justice system, when a police officer commits an act of injustice, judicial doctrines often shield them from any charges at all. Qualified immunity is “a judicially created doctrine shielding public officials who are performing discretionary functions from civil liability.”67 The Supreme Court has emphasized the important role the doctrine of qualified immunity plays in allowing law enforcement to make judgment calls in rapidly evolving situations. This doctrine acts as a shield for officers to use with their own discretion, which can end in violence. Police are always able claim that they acted in a violent manner because they feared for their own or public safety. Qualified immunity is the primary judicial doctrine that shields officers from liability. However, discriminatory intent is also important to acknowledge because qualified immunity depends upon whether or not a government official knowingly violated the law, which is virtually impossible to prove because of the discriminatory intent requirement. Discriminatory intent is “a central term in the judicial interpretation of constitutional clauses requiring the equal treatment of persons notwithstanding race, ethnicity, or religion.”68 The judiciary has yet to provide a single definition of discriminatory intent. Judges have a large measure of discretion in resolving constitutional discrimination cases with no consistent approach. Police officers are rarely charged with crimes because of the policies and
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doctrines that our justice system relies on. Given that these judicial doctrines largely ignore implicit bias, they are inherently discriminatory, and the need for reform is urgent.

A. The Discriminatory Intent Requirement

Washington v. Davis held that a “discriminatory racial purpose” was “necessary” to state an Equal Protection violation. Judges have a large measure of discretion when resolving constitutional discrimination cases. In Washington v Davis (1976), the plaintiffs challenged a race-neutral testing program for the District of Columbia police force. The Court rejected this challenge and ruled that “the basic equal protection principle” is “that the invidious quality of a law claimed to be racially discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially discriminatory purpose.” Subsequent decisions reaffirmed this holding while also establishing discriminatory purpose, discriminatory intent, and discriminatory motive as interchangeable terms. An important aspect of Washington v Davis (1976) was the Court’s ruling that the discriminatory intent standard is a comprehensive account of what constitutes discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause. The Court held that only actions taken with discriminatory intent violate the Equal Protection Clause. In a subsequent decision, the Court held that “proof of racially discriminatory intent or purpose is required to show a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.” The discriminatory intent standard requires that race play no role in government decisions. “The government decision maker must act as if she does not know the race of those affected by the decision; otherwise, she violates the discriminatory intent standard.”
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discriminatory intent requirement often proves to be problematic because of unconscious racial biases. Officers often honestly believe that they are treating blacks and whites equally when in reality they are not. Many police officers who are consciously discriminating would not admit that their actions are in fact discriminatory. Subconscious racial associations influence the way officers perform their jobs. The discriminatory intent standard is not a satisfactory comprehensive account of discrimination and leaves too much room for judicial discretion. The inconsistent ways in which the discriminatory intent requirement is applied is consequential to constitutional guarantees. When there is such a reflexive acceptance of police credibility in America, the discriminatory intent requirement is inadequate.

B. Qualified Immunity

At the height of the American civil rights movement, qualified immunity was developed as a way to protect police officers and other officials from having to go to trial for their actions. The Supreme Court developed qualified immunity as part of its interpretation of the Civil Rights Act of 1871. That statute provides a cause of action for “the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws’ by any person acting ‘under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory.’” As applied to the conduct of police officers, Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act of 1871 provides a legal remedy for individuals claiming that their constitutional rights were violated by state or local police acting pursuant to state or local law. The Supreme Court considered Section 1983 to be a “vital component . . . for vindicating cherished constitutional guarantees.”
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Qualified immunity provides immunity from both civil damages and from having to defend liability altogether. The Supreme Court has held that plaintiffs cannot prevail in cases against government officials unless they show that officials violated clearly established rights. These clearly established rights include Fourth Amendment excessive force claims.75 In *Pearson v. Callahan* (2009), the Court held that “qualified immunity balances two important interests—the need to hold public officials accountable when they exercise power irresponsibly and the need to shield officials from harassment, distraction, and liability when they perform their duties reasonably.”76 Qualified immunity only applies to suits against government officials as individuals.

In *Harlow v. Fitzgerald* (1982), the Court held that “government officials whose special functions or constitutional status requires complete protection from suits for damages—including certain officials of the Executive Branch, such as prosecutors and similar officials, are entitled to the defense of absolute immunity. However, executive officials in general are usually entitled to only qualified or good faith immunity.”77 The Court recognized that the common law afforded government officials some level of immunity to “shield them from undue interference with their duties and from potentially disabling threats of liability,” while distinguishing qualified immunity from absolute immunity.78 This ruling was intended to protect officials who are required to exercise discretion. In *Harlow v. Fitzgerald* (1982), the Court also established a two-part test that the government officials trying to qualify for immunity must satisfy. Part one is that
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“the official must show that his position’s responsibilities had such a sensitive function that it requires absolute immunity.”\textsuperscript{79} Part two is that “the official must demonstrate that he was discharging the protected function of the position when performing the function in question.”\textsuperscript{80} The court ultimately held that petitioners were entitled to qualified immunity except for when they knew or reasonably should have known that their actions violated respondent’s constitutional rights or if their actions were taken with malicious intention to cause a deprivation of respondent’s clearly established rights.

When granting immunity, the court must decide whether a reasonable officer could have believed that their actions were in compliance with the Constitution.\textsuperscript{81} When performing discretionary functions, governmental petitioners are generally shielded from liability for civil damages as long as their conduct did not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have had knowledge. The qualified immunity defense was constructed by the Supreme Court for the purpose of “shield [ing] [government actors] from undue interference with their duties and from potentially disabling threats of liability.”\textsuperscript{82}

Following \textit{Harlow v. Fitzgerald} (1982), there has been a train of cases further defining qualified immunity and expanding the protection it affords government officials. In \textit{Heien v. North Carolina} (2014), the Court held that the reasonable suspicion necessary to justify a stop may be based on a police officer’s reasonable mistake of law, drawing concern that this ruling would create an incentive for police to remain ignorant about the law. In the 2015 case of \textit{Mullenix v. Luna} (2015), the Court’s description of the qualified immunity standard reads: “The
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doctrine of qualified immunity shields officials from civil liability so long as their conduct ‘does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known.’ A clearly established right is one that is ‘sufficiently clear that every reasonable official would have understood that what he is doing violates that right.’ ‘We do not require a case directly on point, but existing precedent must have placed the statutory or constitutional question beyond debate.’ ‘Put simply, qualified immunity protects all but the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law.’”

In the 2019 case of City of Escondido, California v. Emmons (2019), the Court reviewed a claim brought by a man who alleged police used excessive force in arresting him. The Court held that the officer was entitled to qualified immunity because the appropriate inquiry is not whether the officer violated the man’s clearly established rights, but whether clearly established law “prohibited the officers from stopping and taking down a man in these circumstances,” stressing the need to “identify a case where an officer under similar circumstances was held to violate the Fourth Amendment.”

From 2000 to 2016, the Court has issued eighteen opinions addressing the question of whether or not a particular constitutional right was clearly established. In sixteen of those eighteen cases, the Court found that the defendants were entitled to qualified immunity on the grounds that they did not violate a clearly established law. In deciding what constitutes a clearly established law, the Court has focused on the “generality at which the relevant legal rule is to be identified.” The Court has emphasized that the clearly established right must be specifically defined and that “even minor differences between the case at hand and the case in which the relevant legal right claimed to be violated was first established, can immunize the defendant
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police officer.”

Activists have criticized qualified immunity as being one of the biggest problems with policing. The doctrine shields officers from being held accountable in cases of misconduct. Some scholars have argued that qualified immunity has no basis in the common law. Other criticisms of the doctrine focus more on its practical applications. In the majority of cases where officers are not charged with a crime, victims can try to pursue justice in the form of financial damages through lawsuits. However, qualified immunity can block them from obtaining relief. Even when victims do prevail, police officers are virtually always indemnified, meaning that even when they are found liable for their individual conduct, the city or county covers any and all monetary damages.

There is also concern that the level of specificity required to define a clearly established right or law has made it increasingly difficult for judges to rule against the government officials. Although the doctrine is intended to protect officers from suits for damages, in reality, qualified immunity allows officers to further abuse their powers. Due to racial profiling and racial disparities in policing, Black Americans are disproportionately subjected to police brutality. “The rate of fatal police shootings among Black Americans was much higher than that for any other ethnicity, standing at 30 fatal shootings per million of the population as of June 2020.” Because Black Americans are killed by police at more than twice the rate of White Americans, these judicial doctrines have disproportionate negative effects on communities of color.
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Police Officers on Trial

The federal criminal statute that enforces Constitutional limits on conduct by law enforcement officers is 18 United States Code Section 242. Section 242 reads: “Whoever, under color of any law, …willfully subjects any person…to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States [shall be guilty of a crime].”

Section 242 is intended to “protect all persons in the United States in their civil rights and furnish the means of their vindication.”

In order to prove a violation of Section 242, the government must prove each of the following elements beyond a reasonable doubt: “(1) that the defendant deprived a victim of a right protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States, (2) that the defendant acted willfully, and (3) that the defendant was acting under color of law.”

A violation of Section 242 is a felony if “the defendant used, attempted to use, or threatened to use a dangerous weapon, explosive or fire; the victim suffered bodily injury; the defendant's actions included attempted murder, kidnapping or attempted kidnapping, aggravated sexual abuse or attempted aggravated sexual abuse, or the crime resulted in death. Otherwise, the violation is a misdemeanor.”

Establishing intent behind a Constitutional violation requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the law enforcement officer knew that what they were doing was against the law and decided to do it anyway. This means that even if the government can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that an individual’s Constitutional right was violated, Section 242 requires the government to prove that the law enforcement officer intended to “engage in the unlawful conduct and that he/she did so knowing that it was wrong or
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unlawful.”94 The U.S. Attorney’s Office represents the United States in federal cases that arise from federal law created by Congress. These cases are heard in federal courthouses throughout the country. State and local prosecutors, including district attorneys, county or city prosecutors, and the state attorney general’s office, represent the state for cases arising under state law, created by each state legislature.95

The power to use force in situations calling for the exercise of individual judgment and discretion leads to abuses. The discretionary power possessed by police officers to use violence implies a need for accountability. “The failure to hold police accountable perverts the rule of law, makes citizens distrustful of authority, and encourages further lawlessness by police officers.”96 The reluctance of local governments to prosecute police misconduct prevents justice from being served. The ability to prosecute police guilty of serious crimes serves the important social interests of “deterring future lawlessness of police officers and assuring civilians that all are treated equally in the enforcement of criminal law.”97 Unfortunately, criminal procedure is different for police officers and other government officials than it is for other suspects.

Human Rights Watch reviewed an analysis done by the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice of “performance measurement” for civil rights matters investigated during the year 1996. The analysis reviewed 10,129 civil rights complaints during that year. Of the 10,129 civil rights complaints, only 79 cases were filed in court, including both grand jury cases and “non- felonies not requiring Grand Jury approval.” Of the 79 cases that were filed, only 22 were “official misconduct” cases, some of them being police abuse cases.98
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Watch requested an explanation for the low rate of prosecution, and in response, Richard Roberts, chief of the Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division, told them that “federal civil rights prosecutions are difficult due to the requirement of proof of the accused officer’s ‘specific intent’ to deprive an individual of his or her civil rights as distinguished, for example, from an intent simply to assault an individual.” 99 In 1995, the Division reported its reasons for 2,830 declined cases. Of these, 497 were categorized as having a “lack of evidence of criminal intent,” 482, as having “no federal offense evident,” and 778 as having “weak or insufficient admissible evidence.” 100 Modifications to the criminal civil rights laws would allow for a more active involvement by the Department of Justice in combating police brutality.

Often, incidents of police violence are against victims of color. In 1991, the NAACP held a series of six regional hearings “to provide a public platform for citizens, government officials, community leaders, law enforcement personnel, and related experts to detail whether and why they believe there continues to exist a wall of mistrust between African American communities and law-enforcement departments.” 101 Results of the findings showed that “physical abuse by police officers is not unusual or aberrational.” 102 Those who appeared at the hearings provided countless stories of excessive police violence.

Also, in 1991, the Christopher Commission was created in the wake of the Rodney King beating to conduct a full examination of the structure and operation of the Los Angeles Police Department. The commission found that there were “a significant number of officers in the Los Angeles Police Department who repetitively used excessive force against the public and
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persistently ignored the written guidelines of the department regarding force.”\(^{103}\) The Department failed to deal with a particular group of problem officers and often rewarded them with positive evaluations and promotions instead of disciplining them. One year after the Christopher Commission issued its report, another commission issued a separate report on the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department. The Kolts Commission found multiple cases of excessive force that were appropriate for criminal prosecution or departmental discipline in Sheriff’s Department. None of these cases resulted in any action against the deputies. The commission found that there was “deeply disturbing evidence of excessive force and lax discipline” in the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department.\(^{104}\) In 1994, New York’s Mollen Commission reported on corruption and brutality in their police forces, finding that brutality was both widespread and generally accepted. Officers told the commission that it was “not uncommon to see unnecessary force used to administer an officer’s own brand of street justice: a nightstick to the ribs, a fist to the head, to demonstrate who was in charge of the crime-ridden streets they patrolled and to impose sanctions on those who ‘deserved it’ as officers, not juries, determined.”\(^{105}\) Police officers are very unlikely to confess to their own misconduct or to report a fellow officer for misconduct. Police also lie under oath so often that the term, “testifying” has been coined for the practice. Although this practice is so common, one author wrote that “an officer is more likely to get struck by lightning than charged with perjury.”\(^{106}\)

Despite the countless instances and evidence of excessive violence by police officers, police have not been treated equally by state criminal law. Police are rarely prosecuted because fellow government officials are reluctant to pursue investigations of their colleagues’
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misconduct. Prosecutors find themselves in a conflict of interest when faced with an accusation of police misconduct. Prosecutors and police officers work closely and their ability to succeed in prosecuting routine crimes depends on the work and cooperation of police officers. When they are asked to prosecute one of their allies, prosecutors face “an impossible conflict of interest between their desire to maintain working relationships and their duty to investigate and prosecute police brutality.” Because prosecutors are dependent upon police, many argue that it is impossible for them to impartially handle a case when a police officer is the defendant. While grand juries, petit juries, evidentiary review by trial judges, and review by appellate judges used to serve as checks that would limit prosecutorial power, those checks have essentially disappeared in the age of mass arrests and plea bargaining. The idea that a prosecutor must find such extreme evidence to even consider charging an officer with a fatal crime illustrates the reluctance of prosecutors to charge their fellow law enforcement partners. The prosecutorial process for police officers threatens the legitimacy of criminal law by favoring insider suspects.

A. The Grand Jury Process

Grand juries are “the citizen-bodies tasked with determining whether a prosecutor has probable cause to go forward with charges against a criminal suspect.” The grand jury is an essential part of the criminal process; however, they are not tasked with deciding the guilt or punishment of a party. The prosecutor works with the grand jury to decide whether to bring
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criminal charges or an indictment against a potential defendant.\textsuperscript{111} All states have provisions in their laws that allow for grand juries, but not all states use them. Courts often use preliminary hearings prior to criminal trials. Both grand juries and preliminary hearings are meant to determine whether there is enough evidence, or probable cause, to indict a criminal suspect. Preliminary hearings are typically open to the public and involve lawyers on both sides as well as a judge. Grand juries only involve the jurors and the prosecutor, giving the prosecutor a significant amount of power. In some states, a defense attorney may be permitted in the room only when his or her client has a right to and elects to testify. When this happens, the defense attorney is only allowed in the room for that portion of the presentation. Should the client testify, the defense attorney may not challenge questions asked of her client by a prosecutor. This includes questions about damning past arrests and convictions. Sometimes, a preliminary hearing may precede a grand jury.\textsuperscript{112} The biggest difference between a preliminary hearing and a grand jury is the requirement that a defendant must request a preliminary hearing and the court may decline the request. In the grand jury process, the prosecutor explains the law to the jury and works with them to gather evidence and hear testimony. Grand juries do not need a unanimous decision from all members to indict. In order to indict, a supermajority of 2/3 or 3/4 agreement is required, depending on the jurisdiction. Even when a grand jury chooses not to indict, a prosecutor may still bring the defendant to trial if he or she thinks she has a strong enough case. Without a grand jury indictment, the prosecutor must demonstrate to the trial judge that he or she has enough evidence to continue with the case. With a grand jury indictment, the prosecutor is able to proceed directly to trial.\textsuperscript{113}
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There is no hearsay rule in the grand jury room, meaning that the grand jurors often do not hear from live witnesses or judge the credibility of the witnesses. There is no judge in the room, nor will a judge review a grand jury transcript. Federal law requires no presentation of exculpatory evidence to grand juries. States’ rules vary. However most require only substantial exculpatory evidence to be presented. Because most states require only substantial exculpatory evidence to be presented, they rarely require witnesses who challenge the police’s or complainant’s version of events to testify. Critics of the grand jury believe that it should be abolished because “it merely rubber-stamps the prosecutor's prior investigatory decisions or charging determinations.”\(^{114}\) Most critics agree that an inexperienced and untrained body of citizens is not suited to recognize unwarranted prosecutions in a proceeding at which they hear only the government’s side of the case and depend entirely on the prosecutor for legal advice and direction. The grand jury completely depends on the prosecutor for all its information, advice, and direction. Laws are complex, and even the most assertive and educated grand juror will be intimidated by the authority of the prosecutor to some degree. A former federal grand juror explained: “We did not know how to stand up to the U.S. Attorney, we did not understand our rights and responsibilities, we did not feel qualified to question the government.”\(^{115}\) The structure of the grand jury procedure creates opportunities for prosecutorial abuse of the grand jury’s broad inquisitorial powers.\(^{116}\)

There is a low indictment rates in cases involving excessive use of force by police officer. Prosecutors use the grand juries to perform some other function, depending on the prosecutor’s motive. The prosecutor may use the grand jury as political cover. A prosecutor who does not
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want to move forward can claim that the decision not to press charges was made by the grand jury in order to shield their reputation. The prosecutor may also use the grand jury to guide his or her exercise of prosecutorial discretion by obtaining feedback from the community about the strength of the case and whether charges are appropriate. Often in police lethal use of force cases, prosecutors treat the grand jury as a “rubber stamp” to automatically approve of charges upon which they have already decided. Other times, if a prosecutor does not want to indict the case, but also does not want to take responsibility for that decision, they will intentionally present a weak case to the grand jury, leading the grand jury to refuse to indict the case. The prosecutor thus will claim to the community that the decision of whether or not to indict the defendant rested with the grand jury. Historically, the independence of the grand jury from the prosecutor’s office was a critical aspect of the grand jury’s role to combat local government corruption. The grand jury’s ability to act effectively depended upon its independence of the prosecutor. The legitimacy of the grand jury suffers when prosecutors use the grand juries out of their own self-interest.

Grand jury proceedings are almost always kept in strict confidence. This is to “prevent those under investigation from interfering with witnesses, to encourage witnesses to speak freely, to reduce the chance that a person about to be indicted will flee, and to protect innocent people who may be grand jury targets but are never indicted.” Because of the strict confidence of grand jury transcripts, stories from actual grand jurors are rare. Although the secrecy of the grand
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jury process has been considered critical to the grand jury’s independence, this secrecy purely contributes to the prosecutor’s total control over the grand jury. The lack of transparency in the grand jury process encourages illegitimate uses of the grand jury and makes it difficult to evaluate whether the prosecutor is legitimately trying to obtain the grand jury’s independent judgment.122

Due to the enormous amount of attention surrounding the Breonna Taylor case, a judge ordered the grand jury recordings be filed as part of discovery during former police officer Brett Hankinson’s hearing. These transcripts and records were released to the public after Kentucky Governor Andy Beshear pressed for disclosure. He said, “It's time for people to be able to see the basic information, facts and evidence, and to be able to come to their own conclusions about justice.”123 The typical reasons for grand jury secrecy did not apply in Breonna Taylor’s case: “Everybody knows who the people are. Everyone knows what the issue is, and so there is a mismatch here between the reasons for secrecy and the secrecy itself. So that makes it particularly frustrating,” said Andrew Leipold, a professor at the University of Illinois College of Law.124 There was a lot of controversy surrounding the Kentucky Attorney General, Daniel Cameron, and whether or not the grand jurors were given all the information necessary to decide whether the police officers who shot and killed Breonna Taylor should have been charged for her death. The grand jury indicted former Officer Brett Hankison on three counts of wanton endangerment for firing bullets that went into apartment next to Breonna Taylor’s. No indictment
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was returned against Sergeant Jonathan Mattingly or Detective Myles Cosgrove, both of whom fired the bullets that struck and killed Breonna in her home that night. Because the prosecutor has essentially exclusive access to and control over the grand jury, grand juries have become almost entirely dependent on prosecutors. This circumstance was indisputable in Breonna Taylor’s case.

B. The Grand Jury in the Breonna Taylor Case

Following the grand jury decision not to charge any officer with the fatal shooting of Breonna Taylor, Ben Crump, one of the attorneys for the family, questioned what evidence Kentucky Attorney General Daniel Cameron presented to the jury. Crump called the decision part of a “pattern of the blatant disrespect and marginalization of Black people, but especially Black women.” He went on to say, “There seems to be two justice systems in America: One for Black America, and one for white America.” The crowds burst into chants of “release the transcripts.” The grand jury indicted former Louisville officer Brett Hankison on wanton endangerment charges for firing shots into Breonna Taylor’s apartment and the neighboring apartment where three people were present. In Kentucky, wanton endangerment is a Class D felony. The Kentucky statute reads that “a person is guilty of wanton endangerment in the first degree when, under circumstances manifesting extreme indifference to the value of human life, he wantonly engages in conduct which creates a substantial danger of death or serious physical injury to another person.” Daniel Cameron has said that Brett Hankison was charged with
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wanton endangerment by the grand jury because the shots he fired had passed through Breonna Taylor’s apartment walls, endangering three people in the neighboring apartment. He is charged with one count for each of the neighboring apartment’s occupants: a pregnant woman, her husband and their 5-year-old child, who were asleep. None of them were hit by the shots. In Kentucky, nine of the 12 jurors must agree there is enough evidence for the panel to issue an indictment.

An unidentified juror filed a motion asking for the judge to unseal the transcript and records from the Breonna Taylor case and requested to be able to speak freely about the case, “so that the truth may prevail.” The juror accused Cameron of “using the grand jurors as a shield to deflect accountability and responsibility.” The judge had ordered for the recordings to be released and Daniel Cameron filed a motion for a one-week extension to give his office time to redact the personal information of witnesses. Cameron’s office redacted 3 minutes and 50 seconds of audio from the recordings. The recordings are approximately 15 hours long and cover the grand jury’s sessions from September 21 through September 23. After Kentucky Governor Andy Beshear pressed for disclosure, the transcripts were released to the public. A statement from Daniel Cameron revealed that the only charge he recommended to the grand jury was wanton endangerment. But the motion filed by the unidentified juror noted that Daniel Cameron had previously made public statements saying that his team walked the grand jury “through every

homicide offense, and also presented all of the information that was available to the grand jury.”

The grand jury transcripts include evidence and witness testimony presented to the jury, but they do not include jury deliberations or prosecutor recommendations. The recordings of officers’ accounts paint “a chaotic and confusing scene” of the night of Breonna Taylor’s death. In the recordings, one detective said that officers had been briefed that Breonna Taylor might be at home with a small child because she sometimes looked after her sister’s goddaughter, but that it “wouldn’t be a problem.” The recordings also include Hankinson’s court defense for his charges of wanton endangerment. He “believed there was someone in the apartment repeatedly shooting automatic-rifle fire, which he assumed was an AR15,” but no other officer has supported that claim. The transcripts include Kenneth Walker reiterating his testimony that he and Breonna Taylor had been woken up in the middle of the night by someone pounding on their door and that no one had responded when they asked, “Who is it?”

One of the major issues with the grand jury process is that an inexperienced and untrained body of citizens is not suited to recognize unwarranted prosecutions in a proceeding at which they hear only the government’s side of the case and depend entirely on the prosecutor for legal advice and direction. The grand jury completely depends on the prosecutor for all its information, advice, and direction. Daniel Cameron’s statement that the jury “agreed” with his decision to solely charge Hankison implied that jurors had been allowed to weigh the option of charging all three officers. But that’s not true. The unidentified juror who filed a motion asking
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for the judge to unseal the transcript “was unsettled by the fact that the grand jury was not given an option of charging the two officers at a time when the community has been roiled by demonstrations seeking their indictment. The 12-member panel was presented only with possible charges for Detective Brett Hankison.”136 The office of Daniel Cameron has since admitted that he only recommended those charges be filed. Another juror has said that the grand jury explicitly asked about additional charges for all three of the officers and they were told that “there would be none because the prosecutors didn’t feel they could make them stick.”137 Ben Crump, the Taylor family attorney, has asked about Cameron’s conduct during the proceedings. “Did he present any evidence on Breonna Taylor’s behalf?” “Or did he make a unilateral decision to put his thumb on the scales of justice to help try to exonerate and justify the killing of Breonna Taylor by these police officers?”138

There is evidence that when prosecutors present police use of force cases to grand juries, they do so in a way that is different from most other case presentations to grand juries. In most ordinary criminal cases not involving police officers as suspects, grand jury presentations are brief, and few live witnesses are called. In several high-profile cases involving police officers, prosecutors have conducted what appeared to be “an extensive full-blown trial before the grand jury.”139 Prosecutors have “called all potentially relevant fact witnesses to testify in person, commissioned multiple expert reports and called expert witnesses, staged and presented elaborate reconstructions, introduced voluminous documentary evidence, and focused extensively on possible defenses.”140 In some cases, prosecutors have even allowed the suspect-
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officers to testify before the grand jury without being subject to cross-examination. In America’s criminal justice system, it is so difficult to hold police accountable for their actions. Prosecutors largely control the charging decision. They are able to make the decision in regard to when and whether or not criminal charges should be pursued and against whom.\(^{141}\)

**C. The Power of Prosecutors**

“‘The American prosecutor rules the criminal justice system,’ exercising ‘almost limitless discretion’ and ‘virtually absolute power.’”\(^{142}\) The prosecutor is the most powerful figure in the criminal justice system. With this power comes the ability to exercise discretion. Prosecutors are able to decide whether to charge and what to charge the defendant. The prosecutor’s ability to exercise discretion is their most important role and a fundamental aspect of America’s criminal justice system. Prosecutorial power is understood either in terms of influence or in outcomes. They are able to control the actions that other people take and what happens to other people. This power can be understood as the ability to “get someone else to do something he or she would not otherwise do,” or as the ability to “modify others' states by providing or withholding resources or administering punishments.”\(^{143}\) Prosecutors have the ability to influence or determine the outcome of criminal cases. They exercise “‘both executive and judicial power,’ playing ‘a quasi-magisterial role, somewhere between police officer and judge.’”\(^{144}\) At the very core of prosecutorial power is the ability to convict people of crimes and the ability to coerce guilty pleas.
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There are seventy-million people with criminal records in the United States, that is the same amount of people with a college degree. According to then-Attorney General Robert Jackson over seventy-five years ago: “The prosecutor has more control over life, liberty, and reputation than any other person in America.”145

Some prosecutors are promoted based on their success at obtaining convictions and district attorneys often run for reelection campaigning on their tough-on-crime stance. Economic and political incentives can cause prosecutors to convict an innocent, or guilty-but-harmless, suspect so that they don’t have a high acquittal rate or decline to prosecute a suspect who may later commit a more serious crime. When prosecutors present cases to a grand jury, they almost always get indictments for all the charges they seek to bring. Grand juries indict in such a significant number of cases because they hear only one curated and unchallenged version of events from the prosecutor.146

Prosecutors and police often team up to pressure a person convicted of a misdemeanor to confess and plead guilty. “Prosecutors do not check their law enforcement partners by refusing to pursue cases where police have violated a suspect’s constitutional rights.”147 There is evidence that when prosecutors present police use of force cases to grand juries, they do so in a way that is different from most other case presentations to grand juries. This evidence explains the generally high rate of indictments overall, but such a low rate of indictments in cases involving police officers. Although prosecutors work closely with law enforcement officers and see themselves as investigators and crime fighters, they are also like judges as they are trained in the law. “Because they pass back and forth between these two worlds, prosecutors are relied upon both to bring the
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police within the rule of law and to make the rule of law compatible with the realities of policing.”

Violent police officers and police misconduct cases are under-prosecuted by state prosecutors. Prosecutors face an inherent conflict of interest when investigating potential excessive force cases against police officers. Prosecutors work closely with police officers and depend on police cooperation for their own success. “This places pressure on prosecutors not to alienate local police by pursuing criminal charges against individual officers.” Police officer organizations’ endorsements often will play a critical role in the elections of local prosecutors; leading prosecutors to seek approval from police officers. Police have significant control over prosecutors. Prosecutors rely on police testimony to win trials, and those trial wins are essential to earning promotions within the office. Prosecutors have also described an overt pressure to comply with a police culture of “silence and violence,” meaning that questioning an officer’s version of events was seen as a sign of “disrespect” to the officer. Prosecutors who questioned the legitimacy of a police report or the word of an officer could end up with damaged reputations among law enforcement and resistance from officers. Prosecutors are often accustomed to giving credibility to claims by police officers rather than conflicting claims by suspects. They often side in favor of the police unless clear evidence contradicts the police officer’s account and supports the victims. The numerous aspects that create a conflict of interest for prosecutors makes them unlikely to investigate and pursue criminal charges against police officers in a
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neutral manner. Prosecutors are very unlikely to pursue criminal charges against police officers for use of excessive force. Such prosecutions have historically been rare.

Human Rights Watch conducted a study of police misconduct in fourteen American cities between 1995 and 1998. The resulting report examined “common obstacles to accountability for police abuse” in those cities,” including the presence or absence in those cities of criminal prosecutions of violent police officers.” The study revealed a significant failure of state and local prosecutors to prosecute police misconduct in many large cities, including Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Portland, and San Francisco. Human Rights Watch concluded that “victims of abuse correctly perceive that criminal prosecution ... is rarely an option—except in highly publicized cases.” These results serve as evidence that local authorities often fail to pursue prosecutions under state law in police use of force cases. In Hennepin County, Minnesota, from 2000 through 2016, none of the 43 police shootings resulted in charges. From 2005 to 2014 around 10,000 Americans were killed by police and only 153 officers were charged.

Prosecutors will routinely find what passes for probable cause in order to charge a suspect. Prosecutors also often overcharge, both in the form of multiple different charges arising out of the same offense or charging a suspect with more serious crimes than the evidence justifies. The practice of overcharging is adapted in order to use these extra charges as bargaining tools during plea negotiations. Charging power is one of the most important aspects of prosecutorial power. After an arrest is made, the decision of whether the individual will be
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charged formally is left to the prosecutor. He or she has an almost unlimited amount of discretion in determining whether a person will face criminal charges and what the charges may be. They are able to dismiss the case even if there is enough sufficient evidence to prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt. If the prosecutor decides to formally charge the individual, they have a wide range of discretion in determining what charges to bring and they are not required to justify their decisions to anyone beyond their immediate supervisors. There is no system of checks and balances to assure that these decisions are made judiciously.

There is also evidence suggesting that implicit racial biases influence prosecutors’ decision making. Prosecutors’ ability to exercise such discretion creates the opportunity for biased decision making that may contribute further to racial disparity. A study conducted in 1976 found that the probability of a black defendant being indicted for killing a white person was more than twice as high as the probability of a white defendant killing a black person. Prosecutors were also significantly more likely to upgrade cases to felony murder status in cases where the defendants were black than if they were white. A study conducted in 1993 in Los Angeles found that 95% of the 4,632 crack cocaine defendants prosecuted in California state court were black and 100% of the 42 crack cocaine defendants prosecuted in federal court were either black or other racial minorities.\textsuperscript{155}

The prosecutor is the most powerful figure in the criminal justice system. The prosecutor’s ability to exercise discretion is their most important role and a fundamental aspect of America’s criminal justice system. After an arrest is made, the prosecutor has complete control over the decision of whether the individual will be charged formally and with what charges. The American prosecutor is subject to much less accountability than other criminal

justice officials. The role of prosecutors in America’ threatens the legitimacy of our system of justice.\textsuperscript{156}

Even in jurisdictions where grand juries bring charges through the indictment process, the prosecutor is in complete control at this stage.\textsuperscript{157} This aspect of prosecutorial power was demonstrated in the Breonna Taylor case. An unidentified juror came forward expressing that Kentucky Attorney General Daniel Cameron only offered the jury an option of charging one of the officers with wanton endangerment. There was no option for the jury to consider any charges for the other two officers because the prosecutors claimed that they “didn’t feel they could make them stick.”\textsuperscript{158}

\textbf{D. Daniel Cameron}

Daniel Cameron took office in December as the state’s first Black attorney general. He is the first Republican to hold the position since 1948. He spoke at the Republican National Convention in August where he said, “even as anarchists mindlessly tear up American cities while attacking police and innocent bystanders, we Republicans do recognize those who work in good faith towards peace, justice and equality,” aligning himself with law enforcement.\textsuperscript{159} Cameron is a rising Republican star and was listed by Trump as a possible Supreme Court nominee. In May, Attorney General Daniel Cameron took charge of Breonna Taylor’s case after a commonwealth’s attorney in Louisville recused himself.\textsuperscript{160}
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After Mr. Cameron’s office presented its case, the grand jury indicted former Louisville officer Brett Hankison on wanton endangerment charges for firing shots into Breonna Taylor’s apartment and the neighboring apartment where three people were present, but not from causing her death. The grand jury didn’t indict two other officers involved in the raid because there were no charges offered against them. Mr. Cameron’s reasoning for not bringing charges against the other two officers or charges that would make anyone directly responsible for the death of Breonna Taylor was that he said the officers acted in self-defense, responding to shots fired by Breonna Taylor’s boyfriend, Kenneth Walker. Police said they announced their presence before entering, but Mr. Walker believed that they were intruders. The three officers together fired 32 bullets, striking Breonna Taylor six times.\(^\text{161}\)

In Attorney General Daniel Cameron’s assessment of the case, Breonna Taylor’s death was essentially collateral damage. Cameron said that what happened was a “tragedy,” but not a crime.\(^\text{162}\) Brett Hankison is the one cop who did not hit Taylor with any of the shots he fired, but he is the only one being prosecuted. The case brought by attorney general is more protective of Taylor’s neighbors than of Taylor herself. None of her neighbors were hurt by the raid, but Breonna Taylor was killed as a result.\(^\text{163}\)

Former federal prosecutor, professor at Georgetown University, and author of *Chokehold: Policing Black Men*, Paul Butler weighed in on the charge in Breonna Taylor’s death. “I would have charged all three officers with manslaughter. I think murder would be overcharging, because the officers did not have the intent to kill Taylor. Still, if three gang
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members burst into an apartment, were met with gunfire by somebody in the home, and in response shot up the apartment complex and killed an innocent person, they would almost certainly be charged with homicide.”164 It is no less of a crime when three cops are doing it as opposed to three gang members. Butler believes that self-defense is an issue, but it is one that a jury should decide because the officers continued to fire long after any threat ceased. “A neighbor called 911 to report gunfire, and 68 seconds into the call, you can still hear the shots. Further, under Kentucky law, you can’t claim self-defense if your actions placed innocent people in danger, as the police who killed Taylor obviously did.”165

Paul Butler has said that many would have expected a conservative prosecutor to use this case as an opportunity to demonstrate his commitment to equal justice under the law. At the news conference announcing the decision in the Taylor case, Cameron was more critical of “celebrities, influencers and activists” than of the police who killed Taylor. He attacked the idea of “mob justice” by protesters but justified the shooting an innocent woman six times by police officers.

Mr. Cameron has faced criticism for his handling of the case. Racial-justice advocates believe that he favored the interests of law enforcement over those of Breonna Taylor’s family. Many critics have also questioned what evidence he presented to the grand jury. Daniel Cameron said, “My role as special prosecutor in this case is to set aside everything in pursuit of the truth,” he said in announcing the grand jury’s decision. “If we simply act on emotion or outrage, there is no justice.”166
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Before the transcripts of the grand-jury proceedings were released, a lawyer for Ms. Taylor’s family asked whether or not Daniel Cameron presented any evidence on Breonna Taylor’s behalf or if he made “a unilateral decision to put his thumb on the scales of justice to help try to exonerate…these police officers.” Another attorney for the Taylor family has said in a remark directed at Attorney General Cameron, “You can't pawn this off on the grand jury if your office made that decision. Don't tell us that the grand jury made this determination if it was truly your determination.” A professor at the University of Louisville who taught Daniel Cameron in law school has expressed his belief that the public should be able to know how the attorney general or the grand jury made the determination that homicide charges were not justified for the officers. After the attorney general’s office declined an interview request, a spokeswoman said in an emailed response to questions that, “everyone is entitled to their opinion, but prosecutors and grand jury members are bound by the facts and by the law.”

Breonna Taylor’s mother, Tamika Palmer said that although Cameron had the power to help the city start healing from the tragic loss of her daughter, she knew he would “never do his job.” Tamika Palmer was “reassured Wednesday of why I have no faith in the legal system, in the police, in the law.” Her statement said that “they are not made to protect us Black and brown people.” On January 22, 2021, three anonymous grand jurors from the case announced that they were filing a petition to impeach Daniel Cameron, accusing him breaching the public trust and failing to comply with his duties by misrepresenting the findings of the grand jury.
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Cameron responded to these claims saying that their effort was a “mockery” and that the grand jurors themselves were responsible for the lack of additional charges against more officers. Cameron's office wrote: “Simply put, the grand jury had the right and the power to ask for more evidence, and ultimately to bring any charge it deemed appropriate.” However, this demonstrates a problem with our system of justice. An inexperienced and untrained body of citizens is not suited to recognize unwarranted prosecutions or press for more charges in a proceeding at which they hear only the government’s side of the case and depend entirely on the prosecutor for legal advice and direction. The grand jury depends on the prosecutor for all its information, advice, and direction. Laws are complex, and even the most educated juror will be intimidated by the authority of the prosecutor to some degree. The grand jury process is flawed because the jurors are not often suited to decide such cases, especially when prosecutors are in such a powerful position to guide the jury in essentially any direction they wish.

Chapter 3 Conclusion

In America, police too frequently cause bodily harm to civilians or kill, and the problem is even worse when the victim of police violence has no involvement with the crime. Regardless of whether or not the suspect is guilty or innocent, police should not be killing any civilians and they must be held accountable for their actions. There is a reluctance of local governments to prosecute police misconduct. This reluctance empowers future misconduct as well as creates a distrust between law enforcement and communities. Aside from the reluctance of prosecutors to pursue investigations, there are numerous judicial doctrines and policies that shield officers from any charges at all. Government officials are generally immune from suit over damages they
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cause. It is not often that a police officer is prosecuted to the fullest extent of that law, nor is it often that they are rightfully charged.\textsuperscript{173}

Studies done by the NAACP and Human Rights Watch provided evidence that police violence has a dramatically different effect on marginalized groups and people of color. The NAACP held hearings on race and police practices in six cities. Their conclusion regarding the relationship between race and police violence was that “It is impossible to study the police in this country without studying race. It is impossible to understand the police conduct in the Rodney King beating—or the daily incidents of police ‘use of force’—without understanding the history of police-minority relations. Those who claim that the verdict in the ‘first Rodney King case’ can be explained as one that was not racist, but ‘pro-police,’ should next try to separate land from sea. Can they really say where the one ends and the other begins?”\textsuperscript{174} After a fourteen-city study, Human Rights Watch also concluded that “race continues to play a central role in police brutality in the United States.”\textsuperscript{175}

These communities disproportionately suffer from police violence. Due to racial profiling and racial disparities in policing, Black Americans are disproportionately subjected to police brutality. “The rate of fatal police shootings among Black Americans was much higher than that for any other ethnicity, standing at 30 fatal shootings per million of the population as of June 2020.”\textsuperscript{176} In a country where police excessive force cases often go under prosecuted, this fact has detrimental effects on communities of color. Human Rights Watch 1996 analysis reviewed 10,129 civil rights complaints during that year. Of the 10,129 civil rights complaints, only 79 cases were filed, including both grand jury cases and “non-felonies not requiring Grand Jury
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approval.\textsuperscript{177} Civilians in these communities who commit serious crimes are vigorously prosecuted while police officers who commit similar offenses within in these communities seem to do so without consequence.

There is a lack of accountability for police and a low indictment rate in cases involving excessive use of force by police officers. Government officials are held to a different standard of judgment. These affected communities of color are deprived of proper law enforcement, both through the behavior of some police officers and through the failure of the system in bringing violent police officers to justice. “The residents of these communities, then, are deprived of a fundamental right of citizenship: the right to ‘protection by government.’”\textsuperscript{178} After analyzing the outcome of the Breonna Taylor case, it is evident that law enforcement officers are not held accountable for their actions and America’s criminal justice system continues to fail people of color.
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Chapter 4: Reform Suggestions

America’s criminal justice system fails people of color due to the discriminatory nature by which it operates. People of color in America disproportionately experience acts of violence from police officers and often there is no justice for these victims. The foundations of our justice system disadvantage people of color in America due to racial disparities in policing. The practices and policies that have been put into place to combat racial injustices in America have been ineffective because of the principles that govern our system. In order to combat these racial inequalities in our justice system, reform is urgent at both the state and federal level. Reform is a necessary step to preserving the integrity of our justice system, and many states have already begun to take action.

No-Knock Warrants

State legislatures must expressly prohibit the issuing of no-knock warrants. Both Florida and Oregon have already completely prohibited the use of no-knock warrants. No-knock warrants are not confined to the most serious of criminal investigations as they should be and a majority of them are issued in connection with low-level drug investigations. No-knock warrants are an unnecessarily aggressive and intrusive law enforcement practice. No-knock warrants disproportionately effect people of color in America because they are most often used in low-income, communities of color. During the execution of a no-knock warrant, both parties may believe that they are in danger and shots are often fired. No-knock warrants have led to far too many unnecessary deaths of both civilians and police officers. 179

Eliminating the use of no-knock warrants would ensure that police perform a complete and thorough assessment of the situation when they arrive on scene to execute a search warrant
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before deciding whether or not to knock and announce their presence. States should also enact legislation requiring execution of search warrants during daylight hours. It has become a common practice to execute both knock-and-announce and no-knock search warrants at night, as seen in the Breonna Taylor case. Serving these warrants in the middle of the night creates a dangerous situation for both the homeowners and the police officers. With the increase in home invasion-style burglaries, particularly involving drug dealers, officers that do not properly identify themselves can be mistaken as burglars, especially in the middle of the night. Persons inside the home must have a legitimate opportunity to answer the door and comply with the lawful execution of the search warrant. America must do better and the best way to ensure the safety of police officers and civilians, protect civilians Fourth Amendment rights, and work to protect communities of color in America is to eliminate no-knock warrants entirely.

Reforming Qualified Immunity

The doctrine of qualified immunity draws a very narrow definition of what it means for constitutional law to be clearly established and it favors the interests of defendants over those of plaintiffs. “The Supreme Court created qualified immunity based on a misunderstanding of common-law defenses in place when Section 1983 became law.”180 The Court’s qualified immunity jurisprudence prevents government actors from being held accountable for their actions. The Supreme Court must abolish or extremely limit qualified immunity if they wish to see any changes made in America. If the Supreme Court fails to do so, lower courts and state legislatures can take action as well.181 The state of Colorado recently passed a reform law called the Law Enforcement Integrity and Accountability Act. Colorado Governor Jared Polis signed
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into law Senate Bill 20–217. SB-217 ensures that police officers in Colorado will not be able to avoid liability for their misconduct due to qualified immunity. The law formally permits individuals to bring claims against police officers who violate their constitutional rights under Colorado law. SB-217 has been referred to as a “state analogue” to Section 1983. Section 1983 allows individuals whose rights are violated under the federal Constitution to bring a lawsuit for damages in federal court. Colorado’s the Law Enforcement Integrity and Accountability Act allows individuals whose rights are violated under the state constitution to bring a lawsuit for damages in state court. SB-217 will cover things such as excessive force claims and unlawful arrests. SB-217 also specifically provides that “qualified immunity is not a defense to liability pursuant to this section.”\textsuperscript{182} Colorado is the first state to specifically negate the availability of qualified immunity as a defense through legislation. Recently, multiple lower federal court decisions have acknowledged how qualified immunity functions more as absolute immunity and shields police officers from accountability.\textsuperscript{183}

The doctrine of qualified immunity has shielded police officers and other government employees from being held liable for their actions for decades. To ensure the integrity of our justice system and to restore the trust of the American people, liability is essential. More cops must face prison time or be successfully sued with money coming out of their own pockets. Nothing in our criminal justice system will change if there are no direct consequences for violent police officers.
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Prosecutorial Power and The Grand Jury

The functions of the prosecution are in great need of reform. Prosecutors have too much power and too much discretion. Much like police officers, prosecutors must be held more accountable to law. Prosecutors’ discretion should be constrained by internally published guidelines and they should provide reasons for their decisions. There must be legitimate mechanisms of internal oversight and review. Prosecutors must exercise their powers more carefully and with more accountability. The American prosecutor is subject to much less accountability than other criminal justice officials. “Prosecutors seem accountable neither to the electorate nor to the legal system, in part exactly because of the hybrid nature of their authority.”185 The prosecutor is the most powerful figure in the criminal justice system. Their ability to exercise discretion is their most important role and a fundamental aspect of America’s criminal justice system, yet these functions are performed in private. More information about prosecutorial decision making must be publicly accessible as a mechanism for accountability. Legal remedies for victims of discriminatory treatment are inadequate because of the relationships between prosecutors and police officers. The electoral system also does not operate as an effective mechanism of accountability. The practices and policies used by prosecutors often produce unjust results.186

Grand jury proceedings are also almost always kept in strict confidence. Although the secrecy of the grand jury process has been considered critical to the grand jury’s independence, this secrecy purely contributes to the prosecutor’s total control over the grand jury. Prosecutors are able to treat the grand jury as a “rubber stamp” to automatically approve of charges upon
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which they have already decided. Other times, if a prosecutor does not want to indict the case, but also does not want to take responsibility for that decision, they will intentionally present a weak case to the grand jury, leading the grand jury to refuse to indict the case. The prosecutor is then able to claim to the community that the decision of whether or not to indict the defendant rested with the grand jury.\textsuperscript{187} Historically, the independence of the grand jury from the prosecutor’s office was a critical aspect of the grand jury’s role to combat local government corruption. The grand jury’s ability to act effectively depended upon its independence of the prosecutor. The legitimacy of the grand jury suffers when prosecutors use the grand juries to function out of their own self-interest.\textsuperscript{188} The lack of transparency in the grand jury process encourages illegitimate uses of the grand jury and makes it difficult to evaluate whether the prosecutor is legitimately trying to obtain the grand jury’s independent judgment.\textsuperscript{189}

There must be more transparency in the charging and plea-bargaining processes and the grand jury process. Prosecutors should inform their constituents of their practices and policies. The functions of both the prosecution and the grand jury are in great need of reform in order to preserve the integrity of our judicial system.

\textbf{Training Against Racial Biases in Policing}

The United States should develop and implement training designed to mitigate the influence of implicit racial bias for police officers, public defenders, prosecutors, judges, and jury members. Studies have repeatedly shown that it is possible to control for the effects of implicit racial bias on individual decision making. Although it “may be impossible in the current
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culture of the United States to ensure that individuals are cognitively colorblind, it is possible to train individuals to be behaviorally colorblind.\textsuperscript{190} The United States should work with political leaders and scholars to develop the most effective training programs to reduce the influence of implicit racial bias on our government officials. Laws may seem racially neutral on their face; however, they often represent great developments in the struggle against racism in the United States. Facially neutral laws have proven insufficient to eliminate racial bias and racial disparity in the criminal justice system since they are often applied in a racially disparate manner due to implicit racial bias. The practices and policies that have been put into place to combat racial injustices in America have been ineffective. Training designed to mitigate the influence of implicit racial bias for police officers, public defenders, prosecutors, judges, and jury members must be implemented.\textsuperscript{191}
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions

Every three seconds a person is arrested in the United States. There are 10.3 million arrests a year, but only five percent of those arrests are for offenses involving violence. All other arrests are for non-violent offenses. In wealthy, white communities, police are often only present when responding to specific serious disruptions to the community. In communities of color, police are constantly intruding on people’s everyday lives.\(^{192}\) About 12% of the United States population is Black. However, in 2011, Black Americans made up for 30% of persons arrested for a property offense and 38% of persons arrested for a violent offense.\(^{193}\) Scholarly research has revealed that a significant portion of such disparities in policing may be attributed to implicit racial biases. Implicit racial bias is the unconscious associations humans make about racial groups.\(^{194}\) Officers often make fast decisions with imperfect information, activating these biases to fill in missing information and allow individuals to make decisions in the limited time they have. Research related to police brutality has revealed that Blacks are more likely than Whites to make complaints regarding police brutality, to be stopped while operating a motorized vehicle, and to underreport how often they are stopped due to higher social desirability factors.\(^{195}\)

The effects of racial bias are particularly well demonstrated in the area of drug law enforcement. Marijuana is used at almost equal rates by Black and white people, yet Black people are still arrested at a rate that is almost four times that of white people. “Racialized policing is the best way to understand this disparity.”\(^{196}\) Between 1980 and 2000, the U.S. black
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drug arrest rate rose from 6.5 to 29.1 per 1,000 persons. During the same time period, the White
drug arrest rate increased from 3.5 to 4.6 per 1,000 persons. However, the disparity between the
increase in Black and white drug arrests does not correspond to any significant disparity in Black
drug activity. A study from Alabama Appleseed Center for Law & Justice revealed that Blacks
were approximately four times as likely as White people to be arrested for marijuana possession
and five times as likely to be arrested for felony possession.\textsuperscript{197}

Because drug arrest rates are significantly higher in communities of color, no knock
warrants also disproportionately affect Black Americans. The warrants are typically granted
because an officer “believes” that most people who have drugs also have guns and that if they
announced themselves before entering the property, they would be putting themselves in danger.
There is a presumption in America that drugs and violence are directly related, however, this
presumption is not supported by any empirical evidence. There is an extreme reliance on officer
experience and safety concerns in deciding whether a warrant should be issued.\textsuperscript{198}

In America, police too frequently cause bodily harm to or kill civilians, and often
innocent ones. There is a reluctance of local governments to prosecute police misconduct. This
reluctance empowers future misconduct as well as creates a distrust between law enforcement
and communities. Police officers possess a discretionary power to use violence against a subject.
Allowing police officers such judgment and discretion calls for accountability in order to
discourage future abuses of power. There is a lack of accountability for police officers and they
are held to a different standard of judgment.\textsuperscript{199} Prosecutors work closely with police and often
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Toll of Criminalization” (Alabama Appleseed Center for Law & Justice, 2018),
\textsuperscript{198} Candice Norwood, “The War on Drugs Gave Rise to ‘No-Knock’ Warrants. Breonna Taylor’s Death Could End
Them | PBS NewsHour.”
find themselves in a conflict of interest when they are asked to prosecute an ally. Criminal procedure is different for police officers and other government officials than it is for other suspects. There is a low indictment rates in cases involving excessive use of force by police officer.

Aside from the reluctance of prosecutors to pursue investigations, there are numerous judicial doctrines and policies that shield officers from any charges at all. All government officials are generally immune from suit over damages they cause. Because of the complexity of many government officials’ roles, courts have found it necessary to shield these actors from liability when certain aspects of their job may conflict with existing case law in certain situations.\textsuperscript{200} The doctrine of qualified immunity shields officers from being held accountable in cases of misconduct. Some scholars have argued that qualified immunity has no basis in the common law. Other criticisms of the doctrine focus more on its practical applications.\textsuperscript{201} There is also concern that the level of specificity required to define a clearly established right or law has made it increasingly difficult for judges to rule against government officials. Qualified immunity allows officers to further abuse their powers.

The power of police officers to use force in situations calling for the exercise of individual judgment and discretion leads to abuses. Often, incidents of police violence are against victims of color. The discretionary power to use violence that police officers have implies a need for accountability. “The failure to hold police accountable perverts the rule of law, makes citizens distrustful of authority, and encourages further lawlessness by police officers.”\textsuperscript{202}

\textsuperscript{200} Jonathan M. Hyman, “Qualified Immunity Reconsidered.”
\textsuperscript{201} Ibid.
Over the past five years, police have killed an average of three people per day. Death at the hands of the police is particularly prominent for Black men. A 2019 study found that Black men have about a one in 1,000 chance of being killed by police. During the first few months of 2021, police have killed at least 23 Black Americans. There have been only seven murder convictions of officers for fatal police shootings since 2005, making the chances of a killing by the police leading to a murder conviction about one in 2,000. People of color in America disproportionately experience acts of violence from police officers. Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, Rayshard Brooks, Daniel Prude, Atatiana Jefferson, Aura Rosser, Stephon Clark, Botham Jean, Philando Castille, and so many other victims of police brutality. Innocent individuals continue to die at the hands of America’s police officers without receiving any justice. The practices and policies that America’s criminal justice system relies on have allowed discriminatory policing to flourish and have created obstacles to justice. The core doctrine of equal protection focuses on the specific and subjective intent of official actors. This devalues important evidence and undermines significant voices. Police discretion remains unchecked for the most part. Courts defer to supposed officer judgment and experience and that remains unjustified in many instances. There is a reflexive acceptance of police credibility in America. The way that America’s criminal justice system operates is inherently discriminatory and the need for reform is urgent.
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